Spatial profiling with MALDI MS: distribution of neuropeptides within single neurons.
MALDI MS imaging and single-cell profiling are important new capabilities for mass spectrometry. The distribution of neuropeptides within a cell plays an important role in the functioning of the cells in a neuronal network. Protocols for subcellular MALDI MS are described that allow comparative peptide profiling of cell bodies and the neuronal processes (neurites) using single isolated neurons from the neuronal model Aplysia californica. The seawater surrounding the neurons is problematic for mass spectrometry and so must be removed in a manner that does not cause morphological changes or a redistribution of the neuropeptides. Several protocols have been investigated for subcellular spatial profiling, including the use of air-drying, replacement of the seawater with deionized water, and substitution of the cell matrix with fluorinert, mineral oil and glycerol, as well as paraformaldehyde fixation. Glycerol stabilization offers the best combination of preservation of cell morphology and prevention of neuropeptide redistribution. The profiles of the peptides in specific neuronal processes and the cell bodies demonstrate a variety of differences that appear to be cell-specific. These methods are suitable for smaller cells and subcellular MS imaging.